IJ-110
UNSURPASSED PERFORMANCE AND FUNCTIONALITY FOR THE HIGH VOLUME MAIL CENTER

The high performance, intelligent machine that takes productivity to a whole new level
If maximum performance is your top priority, then the Neopost IJ-110 is the logical choice. One of the fastest machines on the market, it’s also one of the most economical to run. The IJ-110 simply outperforms other machines in its class in several areas: ultimate speed, mixed weight speed, impression cost, and mail management options. It’s a wonder how such a fully-featured performer can be so easy to run. No matter how big your mail run, the IJ-110 gets it done, quickly and easily.

Better still, the IJ-110 comes with enhanced accounting capabilities, supporting 500 departmental accounts, so you can manage your postal spending more efficiently and turn your mail center into a profit center.

MAXIMUM PRODUCTIVITY FROM SUPERIOR MAIL HANDLING FLEXIBILITY

With the IJ-110, productivity comes with flexibility. The versatile mixed mail feeder easily handles letters of different sizes in either portrait or landscape, saving you time by not having to presort mail. It also handles all kinds of envelopes - sealed or non-sealed, nested or non-nested. The mixed mail feeder automatically shingles the envelopes to prevent misalignment when being processed. The pump-fed spray sealer system ensures a positive seal and is easily accessible for cleaning.

A MAILING SYSTEM THAT MEETS THE NEEDS OF A DEMANDING MAILROOM ENVIRONMENT

The IJ-110 can interface with integrated weigh platforms up to 70 lbs. The dynamic scale option can automatically calculate and apply correct postage to items weighing up to 32 oz. You can even weigh a varied selection of items using differential weighing, which calculates the postage for each piece removed from the platform. Posting larger items is made easy with the built-in label dispenser or external thermal roll tape dispenser. You can also add a conveyor stacker to neatly collect your mail, saving even more time and boosting mailroom productivity.
SAVE ON OPERATING COSTS AND MAXIMIZE PRODUCTIVITY
The high-capacity ink tank system helps you reduce operating costs with an outstandingly low cost-per-impression. It increases operating time for maximum productivity and the cartridge can be conveniently replaced in seconds.

PROCESS UP TO 250 LETTERS PER MINUTE
FEED AND SEAL MAIL UP TO 5/8" THICK
ACCURATELY WEIGH MAIL IN-MOTION AND APPLY EXACT POSTAGE
CONTROL AND ALLOCATE POSTAL COSTS FOR 500 ACCOUNTS
CONNECT TO A PC TO TRACK, ANALYZE AND MANAGE POSTAL EXPENDITURES

PROJECT A QUALITY IMAGE
100% inkjet and 100% digital technology gives you sharp, clear printing that enhances the professional look of your organization. A choice of nine customized slogans can be loaded from memory cards and you can add your company name, greetings, slogans – even logos and photographs.

EFFICIENCY AT YOUR FINGERTIPS
The U-110 is controlled through a clear, intuitive touch screen that’s big enough to read easily and doesn’t have you hunting around a tiny keyboard. It’s simple for first-time users and fast for experienced operators, giving direct access to important information and one-touch recall of regular jobs.

PERFORMANCE AT THE CORE OF YOUR MAILING SYSTEM
When linked to a folder inserter, the UJ-110 comes with all the power you need in a complete mailroom solution, with continuous, ready to mail processing. Mail is folded, inserted, sealed, weighed and metered in a single, automatic process, enabling the UJ-110 to deal with large direct mailings and other marketing activities in a matter of minutes.

The pump-fed water spray sealing system ensures a perfect envelope seal and cleans easily without a service call

Automatic label dispenser stores and prints up to 70 labels, for swift and easy package mailings

The dynamic scale allows in-motion weighing, so you save time and simplify your entire mailing process

The large, touch-screen control panel is programmable to make operating the UJ-110 simple and intuitive

The UJ-110 is controlled through a clear, intuitive touch screen that’s big enough to read easily and doesn’t have you hunting around a tiny keyboard. It’s simple for first-time users and fast for experienced operators, giving direct access to important information and one-touch recall of regular jobs.
I J-110
DIGITAL MAILING MACHINE

STANDARD FEATURE SUMMARY

• Compliant with USPS requirements
• Auto Date Advance
• PIN number security
• Unique, easy-to-read touch screen operation
• Process mixed mail up to 5/8” thick
• Wide feed deck eliminates sorting and increases productivity
• Multiple ad slogans & postal inscriptions
• Low Postage and Low Ink alerts
• Envelope processing speeds of up to 250 lpm
• Dynamic weighing processing speeds of up to 120 lpm
• Quiet operation
• Track expenditures for 500 departments
• 10 programmable job presets
• Sleek design and proven durable construction
• True mixed mail sealing
• Pump-fed spray sealer for a positive seal every time
• Extra high yield ink tank for low cost per impression

POSTAL EXPENDITURES MANAGEMENT AT HAND
The Neopost IJ-110 can connect directly to a PC, exporting accounting data and reports for advanced cost tracking and analysis using Neopost’s postage accounting and management software.

ONE-TOUCH RECREDITING WITH POSTAGE-ON-CALL®
Many re-crediting systems are slow and complicated, often requiring long calls. The IJ-110 helps you avoid all that. Neopost’s Postage-On-Call® refills your machine with postage in just a few key strokes, getting you back to business in seconds. With Postage-On-Call®, there’s no more waiting for a check to clear before your postage is available. It’s postage when you want it, available to you anytime for round-the-clock convenience - 24 hours a day, 365 days a year.

WHY CHOOSE NEOPOST?
Neopost is a leading worldwide provider for mailing and shipping solutions. Our innovative products and services bring simplicity and efficiency to your complete mailing process to make your business run more effectively.

SPECIFICATIONS

SYSTEM DIMENSIONS
Base
Length x Height x Depth 13.5” x 10” x 18”
Weight 33 lbs.
Including Mixed Mail AutoFeed
Length x Height x Depth 44.5” x 11.5” x 18”
Weight 91.5 lbs.

ELECTRICAL
Power requirements 120±10% VAC Frequency: 60Hz
ENERGY STAR® Compliant

PERFORMANCE
Speed (standard) Up to 250 letters per minute
Speed (dynamic weighing) Up to 120 letters per minute

FEATURES
Autofeed Mixed Mail
Label dispenser Up to 70
Job memory 10
Slogans 9
Mail Class dies 7
Text messages 9
Departments 500

ENVELOPE SPECIFICATIONS
Minimum-maximum length 5.5” - 13”
Minimum-maximum width 3.5” x 10”
Thickness Up to 5/8”
Orientation Portrait or landscape

OPTIONS
Weigh platforms 10, 30 or 70 lb.
Electronic scales 5, 10, 20, 30 or 70 lb.
Dynamic scale 32 oz.
Differential weighing Yes
Conveyor-stacker Yes
Thermal roll tape dispenser Yes
Mailroom furniture Yes
E-Confirmation scanner Yes
Postal accounting software Yes